THE FUTURe OF BIM

The Impact of Building Information Modeling in Construction - And How It Will Continue to Shape the Built World

BIM HAS BECOME AN INDUSTRY STANDARD IN DESIGN

Of architects and engineers say that BIM enables better design insight.

[Source: Dodge Data & Analytics]

BIM’S VALUE IS CLEAR

85% of accountants say they’ve seen an improvement in labor productivity.

Among highly engaged BIM users:

64% say it reduces costs and materials waste.

49% say it engages the material supply chain earlier and mitigates risk.

40% say it eliminates unnecessary rework.

In the Field...

Among construction companies were using some form of BIM in the field.

[Source: theBIMHub]

But only 14% of US owners believe they currently have the capability to leverage it in facilities maintenance.

[Source: McGraw Hill Construction]
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